Overview

1. Purpose:

The purpose of the Laptop provided as part of the Early Digital Learning Programme (EDLP) project is to enable the Educators/Teachers to use it in their day to day Teaching process. All the Laptops provided to the Teachers are pre-loaded with CMS application, GP and AL content of Grade-4. Apart from this, certain applications like MS Office, Open Sankore, Sketch, MS Edge, VLC Media Player, Kotobee Reader, Google Chrome, Sophos, OpenShot, Share IT, Scratch and Scratch Jr are also pre-installed in the Laptop for the Teachers convenience.

All the Laptops come with support accessories i.e., Wired Mouse and custom made Laptop carrying bag.

NOTE: The Laptop - Teacher's device shall be used by the Teacher/ Educator strictly for the School/ Class/ Curriculum related activities only. Accessing the unauthorized websites, installation of unauthorized applications shall be prohibited as such applications may cause damage to the device and compromise the security of the data stored in the Laptop. The settings calibrated by the tech support team should never be altered/ changed as it may limit the performance of the device and may also cause loss of data and damage to the device.
2. Accessories:

The Laptop provided to the Teachers comes as a package with Wired Mouse and the Laptop carrying bag apart from standard accessories like Power Adaptor and Power Cable.

NOTE: Only the approved and authorized components, accessories shall be used along with the Laptop, any usage of unauthorized accessories/ components/ adaptors may limit the performance of the product and also damage the product.